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The Revolution of October 1917 not only gave Russia a new ideology
and administration, but it also provided art with a new role, for it
soon made demands on artists to become involved with agitation
and propaganda. In April 1918, Lenin inaugurated his Plan for
Monumental Propaganda which removed tsarist monuments and
sought to replace them with statues that would 'serve the aim of
extensive propaganda'.1 The same decree called for the 'decoration
of the cities for May Day and the replacement of all slogans,
emblems, street names, crests, etc., with new ones expressing the
ideas and feelings of the workers' revolutionary Russia'. Artists
were given the task of decorating the existing urban environment in
a way that would mask its Tsarist past and create a more socialist city
for the revolutionary festivals. With the onset of Civil War, artists
also became involved in producing posters and in painting the
outsides of agitational trains with stirring motifs. In 1920, as the
threat of occupation was diminishing, the People's Commissariat
for Enlightenment suggested a more permanently propagandist
role for art, declaring 'Art, as a powerful means of agitation and
propaganda, must take a visible place in the social as well as the
political transformation of the masses.'2 Officialdom, therefore,
consciously harnessed art to the tasks of communicating the ideas of
socialism and of creating a socialist environment. At the same
time the Bolshevik authorities were also concerned to foster links
between art and industry. Anatolii Lunacharskii in 1919 at the First
All-Russian Conference on Art and Production, declared 'If we
are really to advance towards socialism, then we must attach
more importance to industry than to pure art.'3 These attitudes
encouraged the emergence of those ideas which eventually found
their expression in Constructivism and the formation of the First
Working Group of Constructivists (also known as the Working
Group of Constructivists) who committed themselves to using their
art to transform the environment. They rejected the idea of making
works of art, and instead sought to work in industry, designing
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objects for mass production that would further the creation of a
socialist society.4
Lyubov' Popova was broadly aligned with this group. When
she died in 1924, a letter signed by her colleagues, including
Vladimir Maiakovskii, Osip Brik, Aleksandr Rodchenko and
Varvara Stepanova, emphasised that 'all her work and ideas
were closely connected with building a revolutionary proletarian
culture'.5
Her commitment to the Revolution was first demonstrated in her
decorations for the First of May celebrations in Moscow in 1918
and in the posters which she produced for the campaign against
illiteracy in 1920. The following year she collaborated with the
architect Aleksandr Vesnin and the director Vsevolod Meierkhol'd
on the design for a mass festival to take place on Khodyn' Field,
Moscow, in honour of the Third International which met for its third
congress in Moscow during the summer of 1921 (Plate 1). This
'theatricalized military parade' which unfortunately never took place
was to include 'a cast of thousands':
two hundred riders from the cavalry school, two thousand
three hundred foot soldiers, sixteen guns, five aeroplanes with
searchlights, ten automobile searchlights, several armoured
trains, motor cycles, ambulance sections, detachments of the
general recruiting school, of the associations for physical
culture, the central direction of military training establishments were to take part, as well as various military bands and
choirs.
In the first five scenes the various sections of the revolutionaries
were to have combined to encircle the capitalist fortress and
with the help of artillery corps to surround it with a curtain of
smoke. Concealed by this dense screen, the tanks were to have
advanced to the attack and stormed the bastions while the
flame-throwers were giving out an enormous fireball of changing outline. The silhouette of the illuminated smoke would
finally have represented a factory with the watchword of the
fight inscribed on the walls: 'What work has created shall
belong to the workers.' After a great parade of troops, the
gymnastic associations on motor vans were to have the people
of the future engaged in throwing the discus and gathering the
hay in sheaves. Then a general dance with the motto 'Hammer
and Sickle' was to introduce motions representing industrial
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PLATE I

L. Popova and A. Vesnin, Project for a theatrical military parade for the Congress of'the Third International, The End of Capital, May 1921, pen and ink on

paper, 46 x 62 cm. Tret'yakov Gallery, Moscow. [Photograph courtesy of the Arts Council of Great Britain]
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and agricultural work . . . . Rhythmic movements ... were to
have symbolised the phrase, 'Joy and Strength - the Victory
of the Creators' ... they were finally in conjunction with
the troops to have been effectively grouped in the 'City of
the Future'. The final items of the performance were to
have been provided by a display of flying-by aeroplanes
with searchlights, fireworks, and a great choral singing
accompanied by the orchestras.6
In September 1921 in the catalogue of the 5 x 5 = 25 exhibition,
Popova made a statement which implied that she had rejected easel
painting as the ultimate aim of artistic activity and that henceforth
she intended to direct her artistic skills towards more immediately
utilitarian objectives. She wrote that the paintings exhibited 'are to
be regarded only as series of preparatory experiments towards
concrete material constructions'.
This declaration allied Popova with the newly defined concept of
Constructivism and its reformulation of the role of the artist within
the new Soviet state. By December 1921, Popova made this position
explicit in her writings: 'Our new aim is the organisation of the
material environment, i.e., of contemporary industrial production,
and all active artistic creativity must be directed towards this.'7 She
elaborated:
The era which humanity has entered is an era of industrial
development and therefore the organisation of artistic elements must be applied to the design of the material elements of
everyday life, i.e., to industry or to so-called production.
The new industrial production, in which artistic creativity
must participate, will differ radically from the traditional
aesthetic approach to the object in that primarily attention will
be focused not on the artistic decoration of the object (applied
art), but on the artistic organisation of the object in accordance
with the principles of creating the most utilitarian object . . . .
If any of the different types of fine art (i.e., easel painting,
drawing, engraving, sculpture, etc.,), can still retain some
purpose, they will do so only
1. while they remain as the laboratory phase in our search for
essential new forms
2. in so far as they serve as supportive projects and schemes
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for constructions and utilitarian and industrially manufactured objects that have yet to be realized.8
Such activity could only be undertaken effectively through close
collaboration with the factories. Unfortunately, after the destruction
and dislocation caused by the seven years of almost continuous
fighting during the First World War followed by the Civil War,
Russian industry was in no state to welcome these would-be
designers. In 1921 industrial output was a third of its pre-1914 level.'
There was no advanced industrial network geared to the mass
manufacture of everyday goods within which the Constructivists
could work. Those industries which were still operational required
intensive investment and development to counteract seven years of
neglect and in this situation were not receptive to Constructivist
ideas. When Vladimir Tatlin entered the New Lessner Factory in
Petrograd in 1921, he was asked to teach the engineers how to
'draw nicely'.10 It might have been possible to overcome such
incomprehension, but the the shattered state of Soviet industry
meant that priority had to be given to reconstruction. The industrial
situation meant that the Constructivists had to make an initial
compromise with their ideals and postpone the large-scale realisation of their aims until industry had recovered. In the interim, they
became involved with training the new type of 'artist-constructor'
at the Moscow Higher Artistic and Technical Workshops, the
VKhUTEMAS, in evolving prototypes for future production, and in
working in ancillary areas of design activity which did not require
great capital outlay in terms of machinery. One such area was the
textile industry. This had been 'one of the most developed and
important industries of pre-revolutionary Russia', comprising 873
factories with over half a million workers in 1913." Its productivity
had been severely curtailed during the Civil War (almost reaching
zero in 1919), and this had caused an acute shortage of cloth that
continued to be felt even into the mid 1930s.12 Although very little
patterned fabric was being printed in 1923, by 1924, this area of
manufacture was beginning to recover its productivity."
The artistic bases for Popova's later work in the textile industry
were laid not only by her pre-revolutionary artistic experiments,
but also during her close involvement with the teaching programmes at the VKhUTEMAS. In 1920 she was responsible for teaching
the 'Maximum Revelation of Colour' as a component element of the
Basic or Foundation Course at the school.14 The following year,
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together with Aleksandr Vesnin, she taught a variation of this
course as 'Colour Construction'.15 Both artists were active members
of the Institute of Artistic Culture, INKhUK, and their syllabus
consequently reflected their 'scientific and analytical method
of analysing artistic elements' such as colour, volume, space,
construction, material, texture and form in relation to the line, plane,
and volume.16 Although these analyses of colour were concerned to
establish the artistic bases of design work, they were not directed
specifically towards the textile industry, or indeed to any one
particular industry. Nevertheless, Popova evidently felt a strong
need to establish firm and direct contacts with industrial manufacturers, because in 1922 she proposed that a 'real production
workshop' should be set up within the school. She envisaged this as
a new experimental studio that would 'enter into direct contact with
life, i.e., in reality undertake and execute orders' and would thus
fulfil 'the aim of giving the analytical work of the Basic Course a
concrete purpose'.17 Popova did not herself become immediately
involved with textile design, but seems to have become interested
in clothing design as a result of her work for the theatre, where she
first began to consider the problem of a new type of clothing for the
new society in artistic and theoretical terms.
Soon after the 5 x 5 = 25 exhibition, Popova was invited to design
the set for Meierkhol'd's production of Crommelynck's farce The
Magnanimous Cuckold which opened in Moscow on 15 April 1922
(Plate 2). This production was acclaimed as the first manifestation of
Constructivism in the theatre:
In the theatre, Constructivism ... united constructive furnishings (the decor, the props and the costumes) - designed to
show if not the objects themselves, at least their models with the constructive gesture, movement and pantomime (the
biomechanics of Vsevolod Meierkhol'd), the actors organised
according to rhythms.18
In this Constructivist micro-environment, Meierkhol'd rejected
psychological realism, reducing the actors to Taylorised, mechanical
entities who performed their parts with those stylised gestures and
acrobatics which formed the basis of biomechanics. In accordance
with this impersonal system of acting, Popova transformed the
water-mill of the original play into an acting machine - a skeletal
apparatus resembling scaffolding, with steps, platforms, revolving
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doors, and ladders, all of which moved to accommodate and reinforce the dramatic flow of the action.
As part of her work as the designer for the production, Popova
devised the costumes. To these she assigned a role that was not
primarily decorative, nor even theatrical in the traditional sense of
the word. She replaced convential costumes with working overalls
or prozodezhda, literally production clothing. She explained that she
had approached the costumes as prototypes for industrial working
clothes and as functional components of the total Constructivist
micro-environment that was created on the stage:
Disregarding the aesthetic principle of the historical, national,
psychological or everyday character of clothing, in this particular task I wanted to discover the general principle of
prozodezhda for the professional work of the actor, in relation to
the essential nature of his present professional role.19
The actors' working clothes were thus viewed as an exercise
within the specific context of the theatre which could also have
implications for the real environment.
Popova elaborated her ideas and explained her method in a
manuscript entitled 'The Costume as an Element of the Material
Design',20 which relates specifically to The Magnanimous Cuckold. She
identified three crucial elements: the ideological, the analytical and
the technical, which have obvious parallels with the three principles
of tektonika, faktura, and construction, as defined by the First Working Group of Constructivists. Tektonika or the tectonic united the
ideological commitment to communism with the appropriate use of
industrial material in accordance with production processes and the
achievements of abstract art; faktura was the working of the material
as a whole, and construction denoted the process of structuring the
object and co-ordinating the other two aspects.21
For Popova, the ideological aspect involved examining 'the
costumes as a material element of the theatrical production as a
whole, in relation to the other material elements, ... in relation to the
laws of biomechanics, and as the product of the material design of
the set according to the utilitarian principle'.22 Such an approach,
although expounded in relation to the theatre, reiterates the
Constructivists' concern for objects to be appropriate to the new
social, political and economic environment. Popova's analytical
aspect comprised 'analysing the costume as a plastic object into
its constituent elements - its construction, its linear, volumetric
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and spatial form, its colour, texture, rhythm and movement'. The
technical aspect entailed studying the material and its mode of
production.23
In accordance with her expressed intentions, the costumes were
conceived as overalls which were designed to facilitate the acrobatic
and mechanistic movements of the actors. Made of completely plain
blue material, the overalls were cut as geometric shapes, based
on reducing the curvilinear components of the human body to
rectilinear elements. A distinction between the sexes was preserved;
the men wore trousers, triangular shaped jodhpurs tucked into
black boots, while the women wore skirts which jutted out
diagonally over the hips, emphasising rather than disguising the
forms of the body. The overalls comprised the basic uniform to
which other elements were added as necessary. For instance, Actor
No.2, the Nursemaid (Plate 3), wore a black apron over her blue
dress. Actor No.6, The Burgomaster, had goggles attached to his hat
and wore a prototype duffle coat. Actor No. 7 had a cape. Such
additions, although perhaps not strictly utilitarian in terms of the
actor's performance, had a theatrical function in identifying the
actors. Yet such additions were minimal and could hardly be called
'decorative'. All of these designs followed the precepts of economy
and utility which Popova had laid down in her manuscript. They
projected new prototypes for clothing and presented practical
solutions to the problem of new everyday working clothes. They
illustrate Popova's design process, which was to analyse the
function, establish the essential elements of the form and then
to explore variations which could be produced through the permutation of these basic components.
Popova's subsequent experiments in clothing and textile design
were conducted in closer contact with industry. When she devised
the set and costumes for Sergei Tret'iakov's play The Earth in
Turmoil in 1923, instead of providing an artistic reinterpretation of
the machine as she had in The Magnanimous Cuckold, she based
the structure of the set directly on a gantry crane, adding a few
extra devices, and using mass produced items for props and
contemporary military uniforms for costumes. This may reflect
the contemporary agitational nature of the play, but it may also
represent a compromise with existing industrial models and a
deviation both from Constructivist principles and from her own
elucidation of the 'analytical aspect' of the design process.24
It seems that the new pragmatism, evident in The Earth in
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PLATE 3

Costume Design for Actor No.2 (The Nursmaid) in The Magnanimous Cuckold 1921.
Watercolour, gouache, and pencil on paper, 33 x 23cm. Private collection, Sweden.
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Turmoil, reflected a change in Constructivism itself which led to
certain Constructivists, among them Popova, becoming involved
with the textile and clothing industry. It has been argued that this
involvement represented a retreat from idealism, because textile
design was a decorative task, concerned with traditional concepts
of ornament and with embellishing the environment in a conventional way with new motifs, rather than with totally re-organising it
on new principles. Textile design did not postulate a new role for the
artist and was only a relatively superficial and insignificant element
in the overall task of re-structuring the whole environment on
Constructivist lines. Nevertheless, the textile industry, unlike
others, was inviting artists to participate in mass production, a
stance that may have been stimulated by the shortage of skilled
personnel, the disruption of contacts with Paris (the former source
of textile 'samples') and the need to establish a vital domestic
industry.25 Aleksandr Arkhangel'skii, who became director of
the First State Textile Printing Works in Moscow in June 1923,
published his invitation to artists to work in his factory in the
summer of 1923, along with Professor Viktorov who assisted in the
negotiations.26 Such an invitation was not entirely unexpected,
because earlier that year, in March, a paper at INKhUK concerning
conditions in the textile industry had stressed the need for good
designs and for revitalising this aspect of textile manufacture
by encouraging artists to work actively in the factory.27 Not surprisingly, perhaps, Stepanova and Popova grasped the chance to
work in the Printing Works because it was an opportunity to
become involved with real mass production. As LEF observed:
'Unfortunately, our industry is still far from being ready to welcome
the input of our creative power. For the time being young artistproducers must try their strength wherever they can.'28
It was probably sometime in the second half of 1923, that at the
invitation of the director, Popova and Stepanova started work at the
First Textile Printing Works in Moscow (formerly, the Tsindel' or
Zindel Works).29 The large number of designs which Popova
managed to produce between then and her death in May 1924 has
encouraged the idea that she started working at the factory much
earlier.30 Contemporary evidence, however, suggests late 1923. In
Popova's obituary, Tugendkhol'd gave the date as autumn 1923 and
all the textile designs exhibited in Popova's posthumous exhibition
were dated 1924.31 Certainly, in January 1924 when Stepanova
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reported to INKhUK about work at the factory, she did not give the
impression that she and Popova had been working there long.32
The venture was successful because the designer's role in the
textile industry was already an established aspect of industrial
production and it was not necessary to re-organise the structure of
the factory or its processes to accommodate the Constructivists. For
their part, too, the artists were fully committed to the experiment.
David Arkin reported Popova saying that 'nothing gave her greater
satisfaction than seeing a dress made with material bearing her
design'.33 The artists undoubtedly shared Brik's views:
A cotton print is as much a product of artistic culture as a
painting, and there is no basis for drawing a dividing line
between them. Moreover ... the conviction is growing that
painting is dying, that it is inseparably linked with the forms of
the capitalist system and its cultural ideology, and that textile
design has become the focus of creative concern - that the
textile print and work on the textile print is the height of artistic
work.34
These artists did not want to apply their art in the traditional way
to the production of textile prints because they considered that
applied art 'was the product of the isolation of the artist from
production'.35 Instead, they wanted to fuse the formal and the
utilitarian by taking into account political and social criteria,
the industrial aspect, and the nature of the material. Therefore,
although the new designers could be easily assimilated within the
existing factory structure, their design approach was a complete
innovation for the industry. In accordance with the machine
aesthetic which the Constructivists embraced, the abstract and
geometric nature of their previous artistic experimentation, and the
mechanical nature of mass production, both Popova and Stepanova
considered that the replacement of traditional floral and plant
patterns with geometrically based designs was an essential aspect of
the rationalisation of textile production, and ultimately of clothing
design. In January 1924 Stepanova outlined their tasks as:
the eradication of the firmly embedded ideal regarding the
high artistic value of the hand drawn design as the imitation ...
of painting;
the fight against naturalistic design in favour of the geometricisation of form, and
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PLATE 4
Textile Design, c.1924. Pen and ink watercolour, 35.5 x 31cm. Private collection.
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propagandising the industrial tasks of the Constructivists.36
Consequently, Popova's textile designs were based on the forms
of Euclidean geometry - the circle, the triangle and the rectangle.
Each design exploited the potential of one or two such forms in
combination with an equally restricted colour range of one or two
colours plus black and white. The two-dimensional design was
reduced to its basic elements and a strict economy of artistic
means was observed. Although the fundamental components were
simple, the resulting patterns were often very complex, built up of
repetitions, developments, and permutations of the simplest and
most easily reproducible shapes. In one design (Plate 4), only the
colour blue is used in combination with white and black, so limiting the printing to two colour blocks and making the design
inexpensive to produce, thus ensuring that the aesthetic principle of
economy was also reflected in production costs. This design
developed from the repetition of rectangles and squares in blue and
black at various scales, held within a rectangular border.37 Other
designs evolved from the permutations of a single shape. Using a
sequence of larger and smaller overlapping and free floating circles,
but employing several colours (that is, blue, pink, yellow and
red), Popova created a very delicate and spatially resonant design
(Plate 5).
Another design was based on the format of diagonal black lines
linking four red circles to create a central black diamond (Plate 6).
Each circle is surrounded by a white space and a red circular border,
like a target, making the inner red circle appear to oscillate. By
alternating the black lines, each central black diamond is surrounded by an assymetrical arrangement of two white lines and two
black, again introducing spatial tensions. The dynamism thus
created is intensified by the use of white which separates the
elements and emphasises the dynamic qualities of the relationships
between the forms. Undoubtedly, when printed, this would have
created a dramatic swathe of fabric. Equally compelling is a design
developed from curved and rectilinear triangles (Plate 7). Against a
grid of dog's tooth pattern, movement is introduced by three rows of
triangles (the larger of which face one way and the smaller the other)
suggesting movement in alternate directions. The conflicting
movements within each row as well as between different rows
conveys a vibrancy that is strengthened by the contrasting colours.
In some designs (such as Plate 8), the combinations of forms and
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PLATE 5

Textile Design, c.1924. Watercolour and pencil, 7 x 12.5cm. Private collection.
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PLATE 6

L. Popova, Textile Design, 1924. Reproduced in LEF, No. 2, 1924.
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PLATE 7

Textile Design, c.1924. Pen and ink and watercolour 35.5 x 31cm. Private collection.
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PLATE 8

Textile Design, c.1924. Pencil and coloured inks on paper, 23.4 x 19.1cm. Private
collection.
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PLATE 9

Cover for 6 engravings c.1916-17, 35 x 27.6cm. Private collection.
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colours appear even more complex and here Popova introduced a
shift in the pattern, a sdvig or dislocation. The design is an asymmetrical composition comprising yellow, pink and black circles (of
varying thicknesses) set against vertical black lines of various
widths. The contrasting rhythms of these circular and linear
elements and the drama of the interplay between them is intensified
and the whole is endowed with an even greater sensation of
movement by the diagonal break in the pattern. In some drawings,
the pattern is created by interlocking forms as in an embroideiy
pattern based on intercutting the forms of the circle and the square.38
In one instance, Popova departed from the use of abstract forms
alone and produced a design based on the patriotic motif of a small
blue hammer crossing an orange sickle.39 But this was exceptional.
In their manipulation of geometric form and primary colour,
Popova's textile and clothing designs bear a clear relationship to
her earlier paintings and especially to the clarity of composition
found in her Suprematist inspired canvases such as Painterly
Architectonics of 1916-17 (State Tret'yakov Gallery, gift of George
Costakis) where she created an economical and emphatically twodimensional composition with red, black and grey forms floating on a
white ground. The limited colour range of this work prefigures the
pragmatic, practical and economic approach to colour which appears
in the textiles. At the same time, the superimposed forms in this work
and in her design for the cover of S. P. Bobrov's book Delta (1917-18)
and her collection of six engravings (Plate 9), have affinities with the
minimal overlaying of form and the bold outlines of the textile and
dress designs. All of these share an interest in exploring the spatial
ambiguities created by manipulating form and colour. Popova's consistent interest in the potential of spatial construction is epitomised by
the dynamic interplay of intersecting planes in a work like Painterly
Architectonics of c.1921 (Plate 10). Yet, perhaps more significant than
any visual similarity is the presence of the same fundamental rigour of
exploration which produced these works with their investigation of
plane, line, space and volume. Explaining her work of 1920-21,
Popova wrote:
From the analysis of volume and space of an object (Cubism), to
the organisation of elements, not as a means of representation,
but as a self-contained structure (whether colour and plane, or
colour and space). The significance of each element (line,
plane, volume, colour, and material), of the expressive means
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PLATE 10

L. Popova, Painterly Archilektonics, c.1921, gouache on board, 33.5 x 26cm. Private
collection.
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is derived from the concrete work with a given material
which defines the function of the object (whether for use or
pleasure).40
In the textile designs, where she was once again manipulating
colour on the two-dimensional plane (although now within the
constraints of an industrial process), Popova further simplified her
vocabulary and attached it firmly to Euclidean geometry. At the
same time it is possible that in her textile work she may have drawn
on the practical design experience of other Constructivists, in
particular on the kind of experimentation in manipulating standard
elements in conjunction with a limited colour range that is seen
in Klutsis's agitational stands of 1922.41 Clearly, these stands
were intended to be constructed from wood and metal in three
dimensions, nevertheless his fundamental method of establishing
permutations of standardised components has clear affinities with
Popova's approach.
Not surprisingly, a similar stance was adopted by Stepanova in
her textile designs of this period. These also depend for their
effectiveness on exploring intricate inter-relationships of precise
geometric forms and a few colours. Stepanova produced several
prints comprising overlapping circles, including at least one consisting entirely of lines drawn with a compass (Plate 11). This has
been attributed to her husband, Rodchenko, but a photograph
taken by Rodchenko of Stepanova drawing this design suggests that
she may have been the author.42
Perhaps inevitably, the innovative qualities of such designs evoked
opposition. Stepanova recorded in a notebook that the artistic
committee at the Printing Works initially rejected the geometric
designs out of hand as 'mathematics', not art, and only gradually
became less aggressively critical, simply complaining that the
designs lacked emotion and that the artists should 'cover Constructivism with a haze of fantasy'.43 Writing in 1928 the critic
David Aranovich indicated that the opposition encountered had
influenced the appearance of the final prints.
The sketches by L. S. Popova and especially by Stepanova ...
were realized only after they were extensively reworked by the
factory art production team ... . Moreover, this 'reworking'
was so extensive that the colouring specified in the sketches
was changed completely, while the actual design was kept
intact in relatively few cases.44
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PLATE 11

V. Stepanova, Textile Design, c.1924. Ink on paper, 29 x 29 cm. Private collection.
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Adaskina contests this view, arguing that despite some difficulties
with the dyers and certain compromises, those fabric samples that
have survived (in the State Tret'iakov Gallery Moscow, The First
State Textile Printing Works, and private collections) 'show an
almost complete correspondence' with the artists' designs.45
Clearly, the venture had been fraught with practical difficulties.
Reporting on the experience in 1924 Stepanova criticised the current
structure for the following reasons:
1. the isolation of the drawing department from the production and marketing organs of the factory
2. the work of the artistic atelier is divorced from the production [process]
3. the dominance of consumer taste [and] fashion.46
Apart from stressing the need to eradicate traditional approaches to
textile design and promote 'geometricised form',47 Stepanova also
outlined a precise Constructivist strategy for reform of the shortcomings of the industry:
1. To fight against handicraft in the work of the artist. To strive
towards organically fusing the artist with [actual] production. To eliminate the old approach to the consumer.
2. To establish links with fashion journals, with fashion
ateliers and tailors.
3. To raise consumer taste. To bring the consumer into the
active fight for rational cloth and clothing.48
Moreover, in accordance with Constructivist principles,
Stepanova and Popova envisaged their work as being far more than
simply the design of fabrics, They wanted to be involved with the
organisational and technical aspects of the manufacturing process,
and with the marketing of the final products.49 They presented these
demands in the form of a memo to the factory management:
1. To participate in the work of the production organs, to work
closely with or to direct the artistic side of things, with the
right to vote on production plans and models, design
acquisition, and recruiting colleagues for artistic work.
2. To participate in the chemistry laboratory as observers of
the colouration process . . . .
3. To produce designs for block printed fabrics, at our request
or suggestion.
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4. To establish contact with the sewing workshops, fashion
ateliers and journals.
5. To undertake agitational work for the factory through the
press and magazine advertisements. At the same time we
may also contribute designs for store windows.50
Undoubtedly such demands encountered a certain degree of
opposition and there is certainly no evidence that they were met.
Perhaps because these artists were hampered from implementing
their ideas to the degree that they wished, their work has been
condemned for not progressing beyond the stage of applied art.
Indeed, there is no evidence to suggest that they considered the
structure or type of fabric for which their designs were intended. In
1931 Fedorov-Davydov wrote:
Even the works of A. Rodchenko, Stepanova, and Popova of
1924 did not extend beyond the stage of applied art, because
despite their abstract qualities, they did not progress beyond
the simple design of the surface of the textile ... Rodchenko,
Stepanova, Popova could not realize their ideas further. They
tried, not always correctly, to raise the question of clothing as a
whole and thought that their drawings in some way would be
suitable for the costumes they devised. These costumes were
not realized.51
In their initial prototypes for the new working clothing, prozodezhda, exemplified by Stepanova's designs for sports clothing,
Rodchenko's working suit, and Popova's actors' overalls, both
Stepanova and Popova had used unpatterned cloth. This may have
been the result of mere expediency, no other cloth being available,
but more probably it was the result of deliberate intention. A
patterned fabric might have obscured the cut and the stitching of the
design with distracting decorative details. Plain cloth had the
advantage of clearly expressing the structure of the garment.
The concern that the printed textile should not disguise, but
rather enhance the structure of the dress, led Popova and Stepanova
to combine the two processes and design the two components, the
dress and the cloth, together so that they would complement
each other.52 In Popova's designs (Plates 12 and 13), the pattern
emphasises the dress's functional and structural elements. In the
orange flannelette ensemble, the striped material stresses the
pockets, the sleeves, the neckline and the skirt. Equally in the short-
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PLATE 12
L. Popova, Textile and Dress Design, 1924. Pencil and watercolour on paper, 61 x 28 cm.
Photograph Courtesy/Galerie Gmurzynska, Cologne.

PLATE 13

L. Popova, Textile and Dress Design, 1924. Pencil and inks on paper, 72.5 x 34cm. Private
collections.
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sleeved dress, Popova combines vertical and horizontal stripes to
highlight the sleeves and the waist, while the vertical stripes
emphasise the length of the garment and counteract any broadening
effect that the horizontal stripes might have. These two items
are typical of Popova's designs of this period in their structural
simplicity and the way that structure is integrated with a decorative
element to add interest to the design. The shift, in particular, refers
back to the minimal structure of Popova's theatrical prozodezhda,
although, in contrast to those overalls, it does have a conscious
elegance. Relatively simple and practical, these designs utilised
cheap materials that were readily available, such as flanelette. On
the other hand, some of Popova's dress designs are deliberately and
flamboyantly impractical and in the use of frills and bows seem a far
cry from the austerity of prozodezhda (Plate 14). In introducing such
frippery and devising ensembles with large hats, Popova was evidently
returning to a traditional concept of elegance and fashion which
derived its inspiration from Paris and haute couture, rather than
from the Revolution and the industrial and proletarian imperatives
of the new socialist society. As the students of the VKhUTEMAS
declared, alluding to Popova in a satirical poem attacking their
teachers, 'wrapper dresses are a bourgeois enterprise'.53
Yet it was precisely such frivolity and traditional concepts of
fashion and beauty that were in demand during the mid-1920s,
when small private enterprises could flourish under the New
Economic Policy. It is perhaps not surprising that after the spartan
years of the Civil War, the re-emergence of small entrepreneurs and
capitalist social elements with money to spend should have been
reflected in textile and dress design which is so sensitive to,
and financially dependent upon, consumer demand. Popova
and Stepanova had produced textile designs which were uncompromising demonstrations of their aesthetic credo, but the
designs that became popular during the 1920s were more figurative,
employing Soviet, industrial and agricultural symbols in repeat
patterns that were very similar to the organisation of the motifs in
the traditional flower fabrics produced for the peasantry.54 Popova's
dress designs had, to a certain degree, taken account of the material
shortages confronting the consumer and the production constraints
operating in the textile industry, but the practicability and appeal of
her solutions did not always match those of other designers like
Nadezhda Lamanova. A famous couturier before the Revolution,
Lamanova adapted more easily to the new class of customer. She
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PLATE 14
L. Popova, Dress Design Using Photomontage, 1924. Private collection.
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now utilised more traditional concepts of clothing within a framework closely tied to the new economy and the detailed technical
restrictions governing the clothing industry.
In an early do-it-yourself book entitled Art into Life, of 1925,
Lamanova presented the average Soviet housewife, struggling with
a depleted wardrobe and a drastic scarcity of materials, with matterof-fact ways in which to use any materials to hand. Her designs
included one which used old embroidered towels (a traditionally
important ingredient in the peasant trousseau) to create a dress
simple in structure and outline which incorporated a distinctive
design motif. Another solution suggested how an old army blanket
could be used to make an overcoat, and another demonstrated how a
dress could be sewn from shawls.55 These designs, although ingenious,
did not deviate radically from more accepted fashions. For the more
wealthy section of the population and for the petty-bourgeois who
had come to flourish under NEP, there was the Atelier of Fashion,
where Aleksandra Ekster and Vera Mukhina were the chief designers.
Ekster, while creating some clothes for mass production, also devised
some extremely elaborate costumes using decorative motifs derived
from the art of Japan, Egypt and the eighteeth century.56
Such designs compromised wholeheartedly with consumer
demand. They appealed to that public which begged the avantgarde to 'cover Constructivism with a haze of fantasy'57 which
would make its rigour and boldness more acceptable. This haze has
effectively obscured the innovative and far-reaching nature of the
Constructivists' clothing experiments. Typically, Popova's were
not fanciful enough for the Nepman consumer and not practical
enough to be the everyday wear for working people. Yet they
pleased design critics and one, writing in 1927, was able to give
wholehearted praise to Popova's 'simple and powerful' designs and
claim: 'In the past the rich wore luxurious fabrics. Popova in our day,
and in our opinion, has clothed the proletariat more beautifully.'58
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